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Introduction

For over a decade now, internationally educated nurses (IENs) as a specific segment of the nursing workforce have emerged as a focus for research. Most of this research examines the experiences, challenges and supports for IENs as they migrate to their new country context, navigate through processes of credentials assessments and registration, find meaningful employment and transition into nursing workplaces.[1-6] The nursing literature appears one-sided as it only emphasizes what is required for IENs to adjust to the host environment.[7] While the term “workplace integration” is frequently used about IENs, a definition is not provided.[8] In addition, literature on the experience of IENs over their long-term, post-transition phase[9-11] is scarce. The ways in which the organizational context influences IENs’ integration in the workplace has not been a clear research focus.[7,9]

This research addresses the gaps by focusing on the experiences, achievements and contributions of IENs who are beyond transition and have been nursing in Canada for an average of eleven years. Early adaptation efforts towards a successful transition phase are critical in ensuring that IENs have grasped the differences in the role and scope in their nursing practice and are meeting the employer’s probationary requirements.[6] However, the longer-term focus is necessary to understand IENs’ ongoing satisfaction, progress and retention within the workplace and nursing profession.[12,13] This research’s emphasis on the organizational context explores workplace integration as a ‘two-way’ process in nursing and generates insights for how
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**Purpose**

This paper is based on a study that aimed at understanding workplace integration from perspectives of both IENs and other stakeholders. The research was guided by concepts borrowed from social sciences about societal integration of immigrants and refugees, observations about healthcare employers’ approaches to organization-wide efforts to support IENs, and the authors’ own experiences.

This paper explores the overarching theme of workplace integration of IENs as a ‘two-way’ process and outcome. The notion of two-way integration is unpacked to outline three sub-processes: (1) Respecting diversity and difference, (2) Adopting inclusive practices and (3) Striving to achieve equity. The various levels of commitment and efforts required by the IENs as well as the employer organization to facilitate integration are highlighted, along with discussion of the major challenges encountered. The paper situates these findings within existing literature while highlighting implications for nursing and healthcare.

**Theoretical Perspectives**

Critical social theory (CST) provides relevant philosophical underpinnings for this research on workplace integration of IENs. While works of various theorists and thought leaders were considered, Lukes’[14] three dimensions or faces of power was found to be especially relevant in terms of how oppression and power imbalances impact not only IENs but also the structures and systems that make up their workplace organizations.

Lukes’ first dimension or overt face of power is the pluralists’ perspective about the way decisions are made: “A has power over B to the extent that he can get B to do something that B would not otherwise do”.[15 p5] In this dimension the focus is on who participates, who gains and who loses, and who prevails in decision-making.[14-16] The assumption is that the decision-making process is open to everyone or virtually any organized group who cares about the issues at hand.[14-16] Since the process is considered open, leaders are assumed to be speaking on behalf of a group and so non-participation or inaction is not seen as a problem but is taken to reflect consensus.[14-16] With respect to marginalized groups, in this dimension, the possibility of power relations is not considered but instead non-participants are blamed or thought of as apathetic or incompetent.[14-16] Strategies to correct this situation try to “educate” or change the non-participants, still with the assumption that power constraints will not pose any barriers to participation.[14-16]

The second dimension or covert face of power excludes certain participants and issues altogether. This dimension creates bias by establishing what is important and what is unimportant. Organizations or groups take advantage of certain kinds of conflict and actively suppress others, so that issues are prevented from arising in the first place.[14-16] The focus is not to prevail in a struggle, but to predetermine the agenda of the struggle itself.[14-16] This dimension does not consider how power intervenes in the issue-raising process and that fear and vulnerability might explain non-participation by marginalized groups.[14-16]

The third dimension or latent face of power was developed by Lukes[14] as follows: “A exercises power over B by getting her to do what he does not want to do, but he also exercises power over her by influencing, shaping or determining her very wants”. [15 p12] In other words, the powerful group prevents the marginalized from effectively raising issues which also impacts their conception of the issues altogether.[14-17] This dimension is the hardest of all to identify because people influenced by this latent power find it difficult to discover its very existence.[14-17]

A CST perspective informed by theorists such as Lukes[14] ensures that organizations are taking on their share of responsibility to shift power and dismantle barriers, by questioning and analyzing all structures and practices. Various studies about racism in nursing have carried out analyses of how organizational policies and structures embedded with dominant white norms and values have been problematic for Black[18,19] and immigrant nurses.[20] A similar critical analysis appears to be absent in the body of literature about IENs. This research adds such critical analysis of power and its potential effects on IENs in the workplace.

**Methodology**

This qualitative research used an instrumental case study approach as described by Stake,[21] whereby the case organization facilitates the understanding of the phenomenon of interest. St. Michael’s Hospital (SMH) in Toronto, Canada, with a track record of supporting IENs[22] was selected as the case allowing a critical examination of how integration of IENs unfolds through organizational initiatives. Data collection took place between October 2014 and March 2015 after obtaining approval from the research ethics boards of SMH and University of Ottawa. The sample of 28
participants was diverse with respect to age range, gender, country of origin and nursing education, ethno-racial heritage, immigration status and number of years and types of nursing or other professional work experiences. Fifty percent were IENs and the rest of the participants included peers/mentors (18%), managers/directors (21%) and senior leaders (11%). Participants were accessed through recruitment strategies such as presentations at meetings, information letters and posters. Purposeful sampling was carried out first, followed by snowballing technique to ensure diversity of IENs and others in the sample.

Four forms of data collection were used: semi-structured interviews; socio-demographic survey; focus groups and review of organizational documents such as strategic plans, project reports, health equity plans/reports, in order to understand the context of the stated commitment to supports for IENs. At the focus groups, a presentation of preliminary analysis preceded the discussion and had the added purpose of serving as a form of member checking and involving participants in shaping study recommendations. Informed consent was obtained from each participant. At the organizational level, permission was obtained from senior representatives about identification of the study site during and/or after completion of the research. Privacy and confidentiality was maintained by giving participants the option of being interviewed at an accessible offsite location away from their area of work; alpha-numeric code numbers were used to identify participants; interview notes, demographic profile and consent forms were separated from the data files and all electronic data files and storage devices were password protected. In reporting out the findings, quotes were selected carefully so as not to inadvertently identify the participants.

Thematic analysis was carried out in various stages. At a preliminary level, data analysis occurred simultaneously with data collection; it was inductive and iterative. Inductive coding of the data did not start with a pre-established list of codes but instead the codes emerged from the data.[23] After analyzing perspectives of each individual participant (within subcase analysis), the data was then re-sorted using NVivo 10 according to four stakeholder groups that make up the sample (i.e. between sub-unit analysis - of IENs, peers/mentors, managers/directors and senior managers). This was followed by analysis of IENs across each of the sub-units, namely: peers/mentors, managers/directors and senior managers - to identify areas of convergence and divergence.[21]

Finding: Two-way Integration of IENs

The overarching finding in this case study is that workplace integration of IENs occurs through a two-way process, requiring efforts from both the IEN and organization. Two-way integration has been categorized into three main sub-processes; (1) Respecting diversity and difference, (2) Adopting inclusive practices, and (3). Striving to achieve equity. Key messages conveyed in each of the sub-processes overlap but there are varying emphases in terms of ongoing changes and efforts required on the parts of the IEN and the workplace organization.

Respecting diversity and difference.

Respecting diversity and difference is demonstrated by IENs and the workplace organization in the way the needs of an increasingly diverse patient base are addressed. For example, the organization values how the diverse backgrounds of IENs help address patient diversity, but also acknowledges that IENs might experience various challenges in their transition from their former practice environments. IENs recognize and accept the responsibility of adapting to the numerous differences in nurses’ role in Canada, along with grasping complexities of working with diverse patients and colleagues.

To adapt and make the transition into their new practice environment, IENs must invest time and resources to learn about nursing in Canada. When integrated, IENs are confident in their understanding of how the legal and professional frameworks that govern the role of the nurse are different from those in the other jurisdictions where they practiced. The context of being immersed in inter-professional teams and specifically their level of professional autonomy with regards to their interaction with physicians, is a major adjustment for most IENs. The differences in the role and scope of nurses’ practices are described by an IEN:

[Nurses] have a lot more autonomy and they’re expected to …like we’ll get the doctors asking us, well, what do you think? …they trust you as a professional to make decisions …your scope of practice is actually bigger here … (participant I001)

Aside from learning cultural nuances of behaviours of their diverse patients, colleagues and team members, many IENs have had the added challenge of mastering ‘Canadian’ English: “When I was new, they said I don’t speak English well. They questioned my skills. As if they don’t trust me…” (participant I017). This can be a major hurdle for many IENs, even those who perceived themselves as having come to Canada with adequate English language skills. This is further reinforced by a manager who said:

[Nurses] have a lot more autonomy and they’re expected to …like we’ll get the doctors asking us, well, what do you think? …they trust you as a professional to make decisions …your scope of practice is actually bigger here … (participant I001)
...it is one thing to be able to speak English but it's another thing to get your point across in a way that's clear and that doesn't, you know, perpetuate stereotypes of an internationally educated person being not so educated (participant L005).

Once the IEN is integrated, s/he is seen to be ‘fitting in’ with the team and is valued by co-workers. The place of where s/he obtained the basic nursing education is not relevant anymore. One manager states: “The IENs that I work with, if I didn't know that they [had] practiced elsewhere or they got trained in a foreign country...now, I wouldn't know” (participant M004). Overall, the IEN has a greater sense of belonging when integrated. A manager explains how fellow colleagues in the workplace environment need to be open and willing to embrace IENs:

And again, that’s a two-way street. So the people who are within the hospital have to be ready and willing to accept someone who...may be on a learning curve in terms of culture and linguistics and practices and Canadian nursing practice (participant L005).

At the organizational level, a strong commitment to patients is evident in explicit statements of values and beliefs about respect for diversity and difference. There is recognition that having a workforce reflective of the ethno-racial and linguistic diversity within the patient population is important to improve access to services and supports. Workforce diversity is a priority according to this IEN:

It’s the values of St. Mike’s...we work with the very marginalized population, very diverse and very challenging. And to do the best job, you have to have [a] diverse workforce. And what’s a better way than to have diversity in your nurses (participant I027).

The diversity within the workforce reinforces the sense of belonging. This is described by IENs as a key factor in how the context enables workplace integration:

We’re really like a multicultural unit...I like it, because again, it’s like we learn things from each other and you know, it’s great because we've got a nurse who speaks Mandarin, one who speaks Cantonese, one speaks Vietnamese, one speaks Korean... three of them speak Portuguese. So it’s great, we have people who can help each other out and like it’s really quite fun (participant I001).

Managers emphasize the need to help IENs adapt to the new practice environment and become ‘Canadian nurses’. Concern is shown for ensuring that there is equality of treatment for IENs.

This first sub-process of two-way integration focused on respecting diversity and difference, stems from the employer’s commitment to its increasingly diverse patient base. IENs are a valuable resource for diversifying the nursing workforce and for reducing language or cultural barriers for patients and families. IENs have gone through an intense period of learning and relearning to adapt to Canadian nursing practice and to fit into their workplace. However, there are challenges when despite the growing diversity in the workforce, the policies and procedures are based on the assumptions and beliefs of the dominant group. This leads us to the next section where two-way integration is explained as a process focused on adopting inclusive practices.

**Adopting inclusive practices**

This sub-process of two-way integration emphasizes the workplace’s commitment to an active stance in addressing exclusion experienced by anyone who, because of their differences, may be at risk of marginalization. Building on the context of a highly diverse workforce, systematic approaches to creating inclusive policies and practices can change the experience of staff, patients and the broader community. At the individual level, IENs become sensitized, accept the need to change their outlook and embrace inclusive practices themselves.

SMH, the case organization, has incorporated its commitment to creating and sustaining an inclusive organization in its mission, values and strategic plan. This commitment is enacted through various initiatives. A senior manager explains how the right to being different is embedded in the inclusive workplace culture:

We have a culture...that is very open and inclusive to patients, if you like...that is very acceptant of different ways of talking and different ways of being. There’s a non-judgmental sort of approach to care. Almost in the extreme ...people behaving in ways that are totally objectionable and we still are welcoming and open. So if you can do that with patients, you can do that with each other, right...People are looking out for you as opposed to... judging you (participant L024).

Specific roles such as the Diversity and Special Projects Coordinator or more recently, the Director of Mission and Values have been in place to promote SMH’s values of respect and inclusion of all peoples. An annual awards program which celebrates staff who have excelled at demonstrating the organization’s mission and values, creates deliberate hype within the workplace to reinforce this priority. Additionally, the corporate orientation program for all new staff dedicates time for training about diversity, inclusion and equity.

Being aware of cultural differences and accepting diverse value systems are described by this senior manager as part of the integration process for IENs at SMH:

I remember from my days, [when I was] responsible for the obstetrics unit and we had lots of nurses who were very judgmental towards some of our street folks. Particularly, street workers who were in for some reason usually of a pregnancy, delivery or whatever...the manager had to be very sensitive about the fact that this is different than from the Philippines and
there are different norms and values and expectations (participant L025).

Immersion within such a workplace context over the long term has transformative effects on IENs as noted by this IEN:

Back home, we seldom work with different [diverse] people...but then [once] you have integrated, you don't look that they're different...you're not racist... you respect that regardless of their backgrounds... cultural or sexual orientation, religious background... talking about St. Mike's, because we have diverse people here (participant I017).

The exposure to co-workers and patients of diverse backgrounds allows the integrated IEN to re-evaluate her/his own values/beliefs. One IEN explains:

When you're an IEN, you come from somewhere, you come with several different cultures and values that you want to integrate with...some you will drop by the side, some you will redefine, and some you will refine. You know, it's all part of the integration (participant I012).

Aside from valuing diversity and differences that IENs bring to the workforce, senior level champions recognize need for inclusive practices that facilitate their integration. A strategic management approach whereby the priority is championed is discussed by this leader:

Strategically and philosophically as a leader, I have to see the value of our IENs to our organization and to our healthcare system. So, if I don't see that, I'm not going to really invest any time or energy in that. So that's why I see my role as an executive leader to make sure that my other executive colleagues understand this is our commitment and support it and also that I'm working with directors and managers (participant L018).

Leaders understand that the ‘one size fits all’ approach to workplace integration does not work. Nurse managers’ encouraging and supportive style which recognizes the skills and expertise that IENs are bringing, is seen to be critical to their successful integration. A manager explains:

I need to buddy you up with somebody, who is the best person, who am I going to buddy you up with regards to making you succeed and making you feel comfortable and making you shine or blossom or open up and we see the true potential of what you can provide (participant L003).

In this research, two policy areas were highlighted as affecting IENs differently than perhaps many of their peers: dealing with intolerant and racist behaviours and the use of one’s mother tongue (other than English) in the workplace.

The effects of intolerant and racist behaviours of patients and/or their family members is described by this IEN:

They look at your skin, they say, oh, I don't want to be treated by a brown skinned or a black skinned nurse. I want to be treated by [a]“Canadian”, [implying] a white skinned...It’s really [difficult], sometimes you feel disrespected (participant I013).

SMH has given priority and invested resources towards organization-wide implementation of best practice guidelines in order that all affected individuals, bystander colleagues and managers respond appropriately to intolerance or racism. The importance of consistent application of the protocols is described by this IEN:

Sometimes they [patients/families] really use some bad words to us...but luckily we have other staff, they help us to talk to the patient...or take over from us... the manager comes and gets involved and talks to the patient... (participant I021).

The issue of staff members’ use of their mother tongue (other than English) emerged as another policy area requiring a more balanced view. Managers recognize the value of a diverse staff team, including the camaraderie between IENs and other nurses who are of a similar heritage. At the same time, there is a firm policy that English is the language of the workplace to ensure inclusion of the entire team. A manager states:

The expectation is that you speak English...so when you are practicing, when you're away from the unit, people are free to speak their mother tongue but when you're in a work environment and you're in a team, the expectation is that you're speaking English because that is the common language that everybody speaks (participant L009).

When it comes to caring for patients and families from backgrounds like their own, IENs are seen to have a direct benefit on how clinical assessments and/or treatments are facilitated, resulting in shorter lengths of stay, lower costs in terms of physician time and interpretation services. Managers/directors agree that lack of formal acknowledgment of the value of IENs’ multi-lingual skills is a contradiction and source of tension, which should be addressed by restating related policies. The cumulative effects of a responsive and inclusive context result in the integrated IEN feeling more at ease and comfortable about her/his cultural identity. One IEN explains:

So in my mind being really well integrated means you are able to accept the culture of this country and of the workplace but you're also able to own your own culture that you brought with yourself. (participant I027)

Central to this second sub-process of two-way integration is the leadership's commitment to creating and sustaining an inclusive environment. This commitment is based on the belief that people have a right to be different and that
the organization has a responsibility to adjust its policies and practices to reflect inclusion. While there are several challenges to overcome, organizational level changes in policies and practices in turn impact the workplace culture and the behaviours of individuals within, including the IENs themselves.

**Striving to achieve equity**

This third sub-process of two-way integration amplifies genuine openness and willingness to accept IENs as valuable contributors of knowledge and expertise. Having a grasp on the concept of equity, the employer organization recognizes the need to go beyond adopting inclusionary practices – that is, further than simply improving IENs’ access to existing supports. Differential approaches, which are creative and responsive, are developed so that IENs may achieve equitable outcomes in terms of their professional growth. At the level of the IENs, such a context enables them to embrace the opportunities to progress on their leadership journey, albeit there many obstacles left to overcome.

This understanding of two-way integration shifts the focus from how IENs adapt or fit in to what IENs bring. Instead of being thought of as an ‘IEN’, colleagues think of her/him as any other ‘Canadian nurse’. Furthermore, a critical dimension to this third sub-process is the potential for IENs to influence practices based on the expertise they bring from having nursed internationally in other healthcare systems. This manager explains the shift in attention to the IENs’ international experience: “For me, what’s important is that they reach a point where... they become professionals with international experience as opposed to internationally educated professionals” (participant L005). Most IENs have worked in at least one country, if not in a few different countries before practicing in Canada. Some participants in this research acknowledge benefits of learning from IENs who have worked in other jurisdictions where healthcare systems are technologically more advanced, as well as from developing countries where IENs have had to nurse creatively with very limited resources. The net effect of how the diversity of experiences and talents of IENs enrich the organizational culture is described by this leader:

> We think about the IENs fitting into the organization. But the true benefits of the internationally educated nurse, is not then just being a warm body and fitting into the organization but also what they bring to the organization, what they bring to patient care from the very fact that they are internationally educated and how they contribute and make our culture, not our culture in terms of Caucasian but I mean, our culture in terms of the organization, better (participant L026).

This valuing of IENs is aligned with SMH’s core priority of delivering quality patient care. Its commitment to health equity is a core value and goal for its patients. Through its Centre for Research on Inner City Health, SMH has contributed to the growing body of evidence showing that marginalized people have the greatest health care needs, poorer access to services and the worst health outcomes. Staff and management collaborate in community initiatives with emphases on social determinants of health and issues of equity and access. One manager clearly articulates what equity means:

> Equity is more than just treating everyone equally. In fact, it means doing more for some groups, because they start from a position of inequity in the first place...to bolster their position, you have to do more. (participant L025)

It is appreciated that concepts of health and illness are culturally defined, and that role of family, faith, spirituality, lifestyle including diet and exercise, may have varying interpretations and impacts on health outcomes. IENs’ roles as cultural interpreters and knowledge brokers are acknowledged as important for colleagues to learn from and as part of becoming culturally competent in caring for diverse patients/families. This senior manager explains how IENs can help expose their colleagues to different ways of thinking about health and illness, and how the prevailing Canadian way may be limiting:

> I think our IENs help us to be empathetic that there are other ways, not just the Canadian way of looking at treatment and...death, and even care of the body after, all of these things... I think, when I talk to IENs about these things, I become very sensitive to the fact that what you know is just what you know, it doesn’t mean it’s right. (participant L018)

By acknowledging that staff are part of the broader community, SMH focuses on addressing inequities within the workforce as well. Managers are open to differential supports for IENs as required, including mentoring, extended and/or tailored orientation programs. One peer/mentor provides the following example of differential support for a newly hired IEN:

> We had a nurse from India...She was hired for one of the critical care units but they [her unit managers] ...sent her to our floor for a month, just to get her baseline, you know, just to get familiar with...Canadian nursing...They sent her to get trained on our floor for a month, which is general internal medicine, you get everybody there...So to me, that is great. You know, you just don’t hire them [IENs] and then make them work in the critical care area...So that made the nurse feel very comfortable...when she was done a month... (participant M004)
Encouragement from frontline managers is seen as vital for IENs to get involved on various committees or task groups. This peer/mentor explains how the managers’ role is more than just making information available:

Well, they’re posting what opportunity is there…and so everyone has equal opportunity to apply for that position. [But] the leadership encourages nurses to get involved…makes them [IENs] feel they can do the job…being approached. And then saying, “you would be good for this role…There is a position, or we have a committee, we are forming a committee, and would you like to be involved…?” (participant P002)

The workplace’s commitment to IENs achieving equity has an important effect on their growth. Career development is an important area at SMH, and they expect their managers to encourage IENs as much as their other staff to seek growth opportunities. An IEN states:

I stayed with St. Michael’s because there’s been ongoing support for my growth, if I chose to do that. It’s a matter of my personal choice but it would be difficult if I wanted to do something and I’m not given an opportunity. That for me would be a problem. (participant I027)

Aside from supports for professional development, various opportunities to influence the workplace and practice are available at SMH. IENs provide leadership in roles such as team leader, preceptor, mentor, educator, advanced practitioner, member on unit level or hospital wide committees and projects, as well as externally with professional associations and labour union. One IEN describes her leadership:

I’m a senior staff, others look up to me, like if there’s an issue that needs to be addressed and they ask me [about] any recommendation or they need my help… I’ve been alternate for the last like five years as a charge nurse, unit leader…supervising the staff. (participant I015)

Another IEN speaks of how her graduate level research resulted in the adoption of new clinical protocols: “So I got that changed, I was a change agent in that…now it’s routine…” (participant I012). The leadership’s commitment to IENs’ achieving their professional goals and aspirations extends beyond the confines of the workplace organization. A senior leader explains:

If a nurse wants to start in a general area and move to critical care, they can do that at St. Michael’s. If they want to work in the community, they can do that. And so I look at integration beyond St. Michael’s, I sometimes will actually even encourage them [IENs] to go to another organization that has programs and services that are aligned with their true passion and vision. So integration means at the end of the day, that people get up and go to work where they feel they can maximize their full potential (participant L018).

Senior leadership is consciously behaving in ways that are strategic and systemic, striving for IENs to achieve equity at the wider system level. One senior leader states:

It’s not just “okay, now they’re here and they’re fully working, and my job is done”. It’s now how do they contribute back to the cause of IENs…as a leader you have to understand the national frame, the provincial frame and see that this is…just part of your job…I’ve always looked for opportunities…(participant L018)

This third sub-process of two-way integration emphasizes the employer’s recognition of the talents and expertise that IENs bring. In addition to their diverse ethno-racial backgrounds and life experiences, IENs’ international nursing experiences from other healthcare systems are also valued. Given that many IENs are in potential positions of inequity, there is a proactive approach to providing differential supports for participation in various roles and development of their full leadership potential. Although there are challenges, the organization’s capacity to apply the concept of equity to IENs’ integration is enhanced by its fundamental commitment to health equity for its diverse patients and community. Figure 1 summarizes the three sub-processes of the two-way integration.
In a study of China-educated nurses practicing in Australia, negative meanings such as incompetence were ascribed to difference. Etowa, et al.[19] found that Black nurses in Nova Scotia reacted to such experiences with a strong sense of insecurity and isolation. According to Etowa et al.‘s[19] “theory of surviving on the margins” (p.177), intense efforts on the part of IENs trying to adapt to become “Canadian” are appeasing strategies. These are in direct response to highly pressurized experiences and the strong desire to ensure they are liked by those are in the “centre” or who have more power.

At the level of the workplace, Allen[42] explains that sometimes the focus on diversity is primarily one of “add colour and stir”. [p.66] It is simply implied that a bunch of “other” people need to be taken into the mainstream organization. [42] Within such a context, Lukes’[14] overt dimension of power may be at play where processes are ‘open’ to everyone but there is little or no regard for IENs requiring any differential supports to integrate in the workplace. Although the organizational priority of workforce diversity is impressive, if policies and practices are left as neutral, they maintain the privilege of those who have traditionally held power and can have adverse impacts on individuals who are different from the dominant group. [43,44] This leads us to the sub-process of adopting inclusive practices where there are potential challenges as well.

**Increasing inclusion broadly at the risk of reinforcing marginalization for “others”**

Inclusion refers to the systemic nature of an organization, and to achieve it, workplaces must create policies and practices that recognize more than one view and that signal importance of learning from differences. [43] Healthcare organizations are faced with multiple and competing priorities. Sustaining inclusive practices requires thoughtful and measured efforts; gaining buy-in from all levels of leadership across large organizations can be an issue. When an inclusive definition of diversity, in which all differences (e.g. gender, age, race, socio-economic status, sexual orientation, abilities, etc.) is used to appeal to a broad audience, the dialogue related to race is not made explicit. This may be equated to Lukes’[14] covert face of power whereby leaving race ‘off the agenda’ results in continued marginalization and other painful experiences for racialized individuals. [45] Thus, there is a risk that organizational inclusion is in disguise whereby IENs, or other peoples’ of difference’ are invited in, but are the only ones made to change and not the workplace.

Inclusive organizational environments are conducive to

**Discussion**

Workplace integration of IENs as a two-way process and outcome is new to nursing. [13, 24] However, within the social sciences, notions of two-way integration of immigrants and refugees into their host communities have been part of the discourse for some time now. Definitions in immigrant and refugee studies describe integration as a mutual, two-way process between the new home or host society and the newcomers. [25-27] In Canada, the 1971 Multicultural Act and the federal Charter of Rights and Freedoms has provided the framework for the Integration Program which has the intent of encouraging a process of mutual accommodation and adjustment by both newcomers and the larger society. [28]

Ley.[29] explains that ‘integration’ attempts to signify a break with assimilation, particularly in a Canadian context where the federal policy “institutionalizes not only respect for difference but also the rights of being different”.[p.7] Despite the policy and dialogue, there is concern that program investments have been primarily focused on initial stages of adaptation and in promoting interactions among newcomers rather than with established immigrants or those born in Canada. [27,30]

**Respecting diversity but conforming**

Within the context of the first sub-process of respecting diversity and difference, various examples of difficulties related to workplace culture and communication skills of IENs were provided by participants. One significant challenge that IENs face is learning to communicate in Canadian English, especially the appropriate use of idioms, jargon, slang and acronyms. This has been widely documented in the literature. [3, 31] Workplace culture and communication challenges remind IENs of their foreignness and lack of belonging, which often increase their sense of vulnerability. Difference based on ethno-racial backgrounds has been the subject of several studies on racism in nursing. [18, 19, 32-41]
However, it is argued that to establish meaningful metrics, practicing as ‘Canadian nurses’ leaves little or no disposable time or energy for IENs to be analytical about the relevance of their international experiences to their Canadian nursing practice. If structured mechanisms are not in place to draw out IENs’ professional insights from international contexts, Canadian nursing practice get signalled as the “gold standard”. The resulting effect of Lukes’ latent face of power manifests here such that IENs may internalize that their practice is inferior and requires ‘fixing’. IENs hold back or refrain from sharing and utilizing their international experiences in the solving of local nursing problems.

**Implications**

Given various challenges at the individual IEN and the organization levels, it is reasonable that facilitating workplace integration is a continuous work in progress. Based on the experiences of SMH and experts, the following insights are summarized to assist other organizations who are also striving for two-way integration of IENs:

- **Diversity alone does not bring about an inclusive culture.**
- **Inclusive organizational cultures can exist without diversity within their workforce.**
- **Equity is a difficult concept to grasp – both in terms of health equity for patients and workplace equity for IENs.**
- **Measuring disparities and improvements are cornerstones of all equity strategies.**

Given various challenges at the individual IEN and the organization levels, it is reasonable that facilitating workplace integration is a continuous work in progress. Based on the experiences of SMH and experts, the following insights are summarized to assist other organizations who are also striving for two-way integration of IENs:

- **Diversity alone does not bring about an inclusive culture.**
- **Inclusive organizational cultures can exist without diversity within their workforce.**
- **Equity is a difficult concept to grasp – both in terms of health equity for patients and workplace equity for IENs.**
- **Measuring disparities and improvements are cornerstones of all equity strategies.**

Establishing meaningful metrics, both quantitative and qualitative for different populations is key. This is equally true of workplace equity for IENs, as it is of healthy equity of patients.
Striving to achieve equity is more than having respect for diversity and difference and for adopting inclusive practices. Saloojee describes equity as follows: “it extends beyond bringing the ‘outsiders’ in, or notions of the periphery versus the centre. It is about closing physical, social and economic distances separating people, rather than only about eliminating boundaries or barriers between us and them” (p.ix). Accountability measures and mechanisms are imperative.

Benefits of two-way integration are beyond IENs. They extend to patients and families as well as various segments of the workforce, including Canadian educated and racialized nurses and other groups of internationally educated professionals. To prevent regression because of downsizing or budget cuts, a business case for IEN integration is required, with close alignment to the organization’s core priority of delivering quality care. Like in the business/trade sectors, nursing and healthcare leaders should recognize that as immigrants, IENs can be catalysts for innovation and new connections. In this valuing context opportunities are cultivated for IENs to influence and shape nursing practice.

Limitations
This research is a qualitative, instrumental case study involving a single organization within a specific community context. There are no expectations of replicating this study as this is a foundational work exploring the concept of workplace integration of IENs. However, it is conceivable that this study may lead to a program of research with multiple sites. The use of SMH as an exceptional case may be a limitation especially if one is interested in a deeper understanding of how social closure operates to exclude IENs from organizational processes. A thick description of the organizational context is provided so that the interested readers can reach a conclusion about transferability to other similar situations.

Conclusion
Recognizing that the notion of workplace integration of IENs is a two-way process requiring efforts at both the individual IEN and the organization levels is the unique contribution of this research. The one-sidedness of IEN integration found in the nursing literature to date is problematic as it places the burden of responsibility solely on the IEN. This research highlights that organizational efforts to facilitate IEN integration have the potential for broader benefits with respect to quality care for patients and their families, as well as positive changes for other groups of staff who may also be in positions of inequity. The case study approach and the selection of an exemplar organization have made it possible to gather rich insights about how two-way integration is experienced and explained by participants in multiple ways. While some will quell at the emerging ideas, it is our hope that nursing leaders will be incited to reflect and assess approaches to workplace integration of IENs within their organizations. Thoughtful and deliberate action by everyone will maximize the talents and experiences that IENs bring for the benefit of their patients and communities.
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